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Elements of Art Within the Still-Lifes 
● LINE: Line is a continuous moving mark which can indicate either shape, use 

to create form, and add value to a piece of artwork
● SHAPE: Shape is basically a 2D image that can be created by using line to 

create it. It can be a geometric shape (very precise and sharp shapes and 
angles) or organic shapes (freeform images that don’t have sharp lines and 
angles. It’s the opposite of geometric which is loose.)

● FORM: Form is a 2D object becoming a 3D object. If the image was a circle, it 
would become a sphere and if it were a triangle, it would become a pyramid.

● VALUE: Value is basically the gradual change and/or gradations of lightness 
to darkness in an image which can create dark shadows and light to indicate 
where the light source is and where the darkest shadows are. 



         Anna Ou
ELEMENTS USED:

● Line: I first used line to sketch out a 
very light grid to help me get my 
proportions right and then sketch out 
a rough outline of the still-life.

● Shape: I used mostly organic 
shapes because there were a lot of 
round shapes in the still-life and not 
much geometric shapes.

● Value: I used value to indicate where 
the darkest shadows.

● Form: By adding shading to these 
2D shapes, I added form to it, almost 
making it look 3D.

The critique helped because I tried to make 
more sharper areas with shadows and touch 
up a bit on the shading so it doesn’t look as 
messy but rather more refined.



Sarah Najjar 
ELEMENTS USED:

● Line: I used lines to make my grid, which 
helped me sketch my still life piece by 
piece.

● Shape: Shapes were used to convey the 
build of the geometric factors of this still life. 

● Form: This element is present when the 
objects are viewed along with the shading. 

● Value: Value is present because of my use 
of light and dark hues. 

● Critique: The critiques my classmates gave 
me helped me understand what I could do 
to improve my still life. 



Sofia Morales ● Line: I utilized the lines in my grid to 
properly sketch out the outline and 
proportions of my piece.

● Shape: I used both organic and 
inorganic shapes to create my still life.

● Form: With the use of shading and 
highlighting, form is implied which gives 
the piece depth.

● Value: Value is showcased by my 
usage of both dark and light hues .

● Critique: I was able to add more depth 
to my piece and create a more realistic 
still life with the help of my peers.

ELEMENTS USED:



Carter Panton 
ELEMENTS USED:

● Line: I used line in my artwork in 
places like the mannequin stand, 
ukulele neck and also there are 
implied lines throughout the whole 
drawing.

● Shape: I used various types of shapes, 
both geometric and organic.

● Form: Many of the objects in my piece 
show the illusion of depth in the 
drawing. 

● Value: There are a wide range of 
values in my artwork, darker values 
depict shadow and lighter values 
depict where the light is focusing on.

● Space: The objects in my artwork are 
placed in specific places to make the 
work more appealing to the eye.

Critique: I revised some of my lines to make the 
lines and implied lines neater and more realistic.I 
also fixed up some values and made them match 
my photo better and have a better sense of depth.


